in an n X n mesh of processors that runs in time O(n). We describe a parallel asynchronous algorithm for the same problem achieving the same time bound. ·Research done while visiting the International
Introduction
The problem of counting and labeling connected components in a binary image is a fundamental problem in image processing [l, 3,9, Levialdi [6] introduced a synchronous local algorithm for counting the number of components in D(n) time. Synchronous random access mesh algorithms for this problem, as well as the problem oflabeling the cOlUleeted components, have been developed in [2, 4, 7 ,8J. Levialdi's local algorithm and the random-access algorithms do not run correctly in an asynchronous model (i.e., a model in which the processors operate at different speeds).
We describe an asynchronous local algorithm for counting the number of components in D(n) time. Our algorithm is based on a modification of Levialdi's algorithm.
Designing and verifying synchronous parallel algorithms is, in general, easier than designing asynchronous parallel algorithms. At the same time, providing a central clock for synchronization does not come for free. It is the exception rather than the rule, that a problem has a synchronous and asynchronous algorithm based on the same general idea and with the same asymptotic complexity.
The Problem
A mesh is an n X n array of points with a processor assigned to each point.
The points in the mesh are indexed from (0,0) in the upper lefthand corner to (n -l,n -1) in the lower righthand corner. We use (r,c) to index a point in the mesh, where r is the row number and c is the column number.
(See Figure 1 .) To simplify the notation in the explanations, we refer to a point by the single variable i. Each point has up to eight neighbors: above, above-right, right, below-right, below, below-left, left and aboveleft. The neighbors of i = (r,c) are referred to as i ab = (r a , Cb), where a,b E {-,+,=}, and T+ iST +1, T= is T, T_ is T -1, c+ is c+l, c: is c, c_ (1) I(i) = 1 for all i E Cj (2) for all pairs of points i, if E C there is a path of points between i and i' such that all points along the path are in C; (3) C is maximal with respect to conditions (1) and (2) . The task at hand is to count the number of connected components in the input graph G. In one time step each processor can communicate with each of its eight neighbors and it can make local computations based on its values and the values of its neighbors.
Review of the Synchronous Algorithm
We briefly review the synchronous algorithm for counting the number of connected components as developed by Levialdi [6] . Our description is different from the one given in [6] and is more conducive to explaining our asynchronous algorithm. Associated with each processor is a variable count(i), which is initialized to zero and is used to count the components that disappear at point i.
Let S(i) be the 2 x 2 square of values of points with i as the upper-left point. Let * denote an unspecified value which can be either 0 or 1. If Sei) =~we say that i has grow potential and if Sei) = I~I~Iwe say tha~shrink potential. One time step consists of every processor i determining S(i) and then determining whether or not to execute one of the following actions.
• When S(i) has grow potential at time t -1, the value of point i becomes 1 at time t. We say that i executes the grow rule at time t.
• When S(i) has shrink potential at time t -1, the value of point i becomes 0 at time t. We say that i executes the shrink rule at time t. In addition, if the value of each one of the eight neighbors of i is 0 at time t -1, processor i increments count(i) by one at time step t. It is easy to find examples for which this algorithm, when run asynchronously, does not perform correctly, ie. it may merge a number of components into one or split one component into a number of components.
The Asynchronous Model
In the synchronous model of computation, it is assumed that there is a global clock and that all processors are synchronized with respect to this clock, i.e. all processors read the values of neighboring processors at time t-1 before any changes in values are made at time step t. In the asynchronou.s model, there is no such synchronization. The processors run independently at possibly very different speeds, and even a single processor is allowed to run at different speeds at different times.
We design algorithms for counting the connected components in a mesh for two versions of the asynchronous model which differ in the way the processors communicate with their neighbors. Assume that in one step of the algorithm processor p communicates with neighbors nl, .. . ,nk, k::; 8 All points i that are not border points are initialized to start at time wave o. The movement of time waves and the execution of processor actions obey the following rules. If wave w is currently at i then i can only act if wave w + 1 is at i=_, i_= and i__ and if wave w is at i=t, i t = and itt.
These conditions do not apply to neighbors of i that are in the border, i.e.
i can act independently of the neighbor points in the border. Points on the border of the mesh never act. Figure 3 shows the situation allowing i to act. If wave w is at i and i can act, processor i reads l(i=t), l(it=) and I(itt), perfonns a grow or shrink rule as appropriate, and then changes the wave number at i to w +1. Notice that in the period of time from when i can act until the time when i changes its wave number from w to w + 1, the points i=_, i_=, i__ , i=t, i t = and i t + cannot act because they do not satisfy the criteria for acting in this period. Thus, in this critical period when processor i reads the values of l(i=+), I(i t =) and l(i++) and possibly changes lei), all of the neighbors of i that either affect whether lei) changes value or are affected by the change in value of l(i) are inactive.
It can be easily verified that if these rules are maintained, then the wave fronts move from the upper-left corner down and to the right, that only consecutive waves have a conunon border, and that if wave w is at i and i can act, then processor i applies exactly the same rule as in Levialdi's synchronous algorithm at time step w + 1.
We now address the implementation of these rules for the two asynchronous models. One way to directly implement these rules in the deterministic neighbor communication model is to use a counter at each proces-sor to keep track of the wave number. This takes O(logn) extra bits per processor. Since two non~consecutive wave fronts are never next to each other, a mod 3 counter suffices. Thus we can count the number of connected components in this asynchronous model by using only two additional bits.
As will be shown, the rWlning time (measured in global time steps) remains D(n). This program is to be interpreted in the "time wave" terminology as follows. When processor i finds in 5 tep 1 that all six lock variables are set to 1 for the (w + 1) -st time, i is at time wave w and is ready to act to make the transition to wave w + 1. This statement can easily be proved by induction on the number of times processor i finds the six lock variables equal to 1 in step 1. When the six lock variables are 1 for the (w + 1) -st time, then the six lock variables at i=_, i_=, and i __ have been 1 exactly w + 1 times and the six lock variables at i+=, i=+ and i++ have been 1 w exactly times. Furthermore, in the time period just before i starts to execute step 2 until the time when i completes execution of step 2 none of these six neighboring points are acting. This holds since each one of the six lock variables associated with i have value 1 during this period, all of the variables linked to these variables have value 0 during this period. Thus, the processors i++, i=+. i+=, L_, i_= and i=_ are all stuck in step 1 of their respective programs during this period (or finishing up step 4 to go to step 1). Thus, among these points, i is the only proc-essor that can act during this period. When t = 0 the claim is vacuous. Let t 2:: 1 and assume the induction hypothesis is true for all t' < t. This means that at the beginning of global time step t, for all w ;::: 1, all points on diagonals
are at wave at least w. Furthermore, all points on diagonal d ;::: t are at wave at least O. We need to show that at the end to global time step t, for all w 2:: 0, all points i on diagonal t -3w are at wave at least w + 1. By the induction hypothesis, at the begiIllling of global time step t the wave at i is at least w. If the wave at i is w +1 or more at the beginning of time step t then certainly the wave at i is w + 1 or more at the end of time step t. Consider the case when the wave at i is w at the beginning of time step t. Neighbors i_=, i=_, and i __ are on diagonals t -3w -1 and t -3w -2 and by the induction hypothesis the wave number at these neighbors is at least w + 1 at the beginning of global time step t. Because the wave at i is w, it must be the case that the wave number at all of these neighbors is exactly w + 1 at the beginning of time step t. By similar reasoning, the wave at neighbors i+=, i=+, and i++ is w at the beginning of time step t.
Thus, i is able to act at during global time step t and is at wave w + 1 by Point i and its neighbors
Figure 2
Situation allowing i at wave w to act Figure 3 
